BRS Gross Anatomy (Board Review Series)
Synopsis
Succeed in your anatomy course and the USMLE Step 1 exam with BRS Gross Anatomy, 8e. Written in the popular Board Review Series outline format, this powerful, easy-to-use resource presents the essentials of human anatomy through concise descriptions, clinical correlations, radiographs, full-color illustrations, and tables. Over 550 board-style questions with complete answers and explanations, chapter-ending exams, and an end-of-book comprehensive exam help you master key information. New high-yield reviews at the end of each chapter provide targeted preparation for USMLE Step 1 and anatomy course examinations. An updated full-color art program helps you understand difficult concepts and complicated anatomical structures. More than 550 USMLE-style questions, answers, and rationales are available both electronically and in print to facilitate gross anatomy review. New radiographs, MRIs, CT scans, ultrasound scans, and angiograms help you develop a better understanding of anatomy and clinical medicine. Clinical correlations demonstrate connections between anatomical knowledge and clinical medicine. A 100-question comprehensive exam at the end of the book provides a great prep tool for the actual exam. A new chapter on cranial nerves provides information covered on USMLE Step 1 and anatomy course examinations. An interactive online question bank makes it easy for you to create personalized practice tests to gauge your understanding.
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Customer Reviews
This is a very accessible and efficient anatomy book and what I would recommend first to any medical students. I find class and lab much easier if I first read the BRS book and try to get a basic overview. The biggest strength of this book is a review that helps integrate muscles, nerves, vessels, and actions, while also giving clinical correlates.

Used this as a supplement for my gross anatomy course. It was good, logically layed out and easily accessible. The figures were helpful and reading this saved a lot of time compared to Grey’s for Students. Overall worth the money.

Seriously the most helpful resource I have for my anatomy class as a first year medical student. Use it in conjunction with an atlas, to have a visual guide, but the board-style questions are invaluable.

I bought the book mostly for the practice questions, and maybe to reference occasionally, but I found myself going back to it more and more through out my gross anatomy block. It breaks things down really well and the list of heigh yield concepts at the end of each chapter are a great way to make sure you’ve covered the most important topics of each subject.

AWESOME book to supplement my step 1 studying with... Easy to follow outline form with images, diagrams, radiographs, etc. It shipped and arrived pretty darn quick too!! I bought a brand new one from JVG Books LLC on a Sunday and it was here by that Wednesday, three days later. Super easy and WAY cheaper than the prime price. Great book and buying experience!

Bought for Medical School Gross Anatomy course. Best part of the book are the questions at the end of each section which I recommend doing before every exam as there are many high yield questions. Otherwise, I only used it as a reference book (mostly do to the fact I had many other resources). I would recommend this book for any medical student and other graduate students taking Gross Anatomy.

this book has great explanations. its is a very helpful addition to anatomy studying. my only complaint would be that as a review book it seems a bit more detailed than I expected. so it can be a bit overwhelming. otherwise its great!

good book to have to help with a first year just learning or a second year preparing for board
examswas in the original condition when bought and packaged in the original wrappinga good book to review and test yourself with questionsaccess to online question banks alsogood teaching sections within the book as well from Dr. Chung
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